Weather
Mostly cloudy through Thursday with chance of rain beginning today and continuing on
and off through Thursday. Chance
of rain 40 per cent through tomorrow. High today in mid -60’s,
low tonight near 50.
SJSU Meteorology Department

About 150 reported members
of the Iranian Students Association shouted for over one and a
half hours in the S.U. Ballroom
last night, preventing three speakers from being heard in a program
on repression in Iran.
Main speaker Reza Baraheni did
not appear because of an assassination threat. Full story Thursday.
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Ritchie submits new merit resolution;
instructor layoff controversy continues
By Mary Vitakis
Trustee Jeanette Ritchie will introduce a new resolution concerning
layoff procedures next week at the
California State University and
Colleges Board of Trustees meeting,
she said yesterday in a telephone interview.
The new resolution will replace her
original resolution which proposed
merit as the primary consideration in
the establishment of layoff policies and
procedures.
In the new resolution the board of
trustees emphasizes that it is fully
committed to the principles of

board at its May meeting.
The new proposal instructs the task
force to review current campus layoff
procedures and make its recommendations to the board for action at its
January, 1977, meeting.
Merit no threat
"1 never wanted it to be a threat to
academic freedom," Ritchie said. "I
was trying to get merit in as an acceptable criterion."
Ritchie said pressure from faculty
groups had not made her decide to
delay action. She could see that her first
resolution could not possibly be implemented by May, she said

academic freedom and tenure.
Seniority insufficient
It states that "while seniority is an
important factor it is of itself not a
sufficient criterion for determination of
layoffs."
The resolution also recommends that
the Task Force on Steady State Staffing, an already established committee
be restructured to include members
from the Presidents’ Committee, the
Academic Senate, the Association of
Student Body Presidents and the
support staff.
Under Ritchie’s former plan these
groups were asked to give input to the

"This resolution still carries forth my
idea of incorporating merit," she said.
"Given the present board of trustees,
tenure and seniority are not very
secure in Title V." said Dr. Roland Lee,
president of the United Professors of
California local.
Lee said he hopes Senate Bill 1615
passes putting seniority and tenure into
statutory law. The bill was introduced
by Albert Rodda, D-Sacramento, at the
urging of faculty groups on all the 19
campuses according to Lee.
"I’m not surprised they (the board of
trustees) decided to postpone it because
the pressures were so great," said Lee.

Dorm solar heaters due this summer
By Kent Hutchings
and
Mike Ford
An immense solar hot-water heater,
designed and built by students, faculty
and administrators, will heat water in
the fall at Hoover, Royce and Washburn
Residence Halls.
The heater, which will cover the roofs
of the three dorms, will be installed this
summer by students, said Cordell
Koland, SJSU housing director.
Koland said installation of the solar
heater was a pragmatic business
decision.

First in a series
"With the (natural) gas supply
shortening and prices going up, this
represents the most feasible alternative," he said.
The idea of the solar heater was
conceived by Auxiliary Enterprises,
the office which oversees operation of
Fit," F ornank
the dorms, and is being financed by the
Office of Business Affairs, Koland said.
The director of Auxiliary Enterprises, William Schooler, said the solar
lawn as long as Lee Mendenhall, an art heating project was the first instance
age-old Chinese conditioning method is he had heard of in which "the business
people got an idea and went to the
academic people for help. Usually, it’s
the other way around."
Class included
The "academic people" include Dr.
Donald Aitken, a professor of environmental studies, and his solar
workshop class.
The class is divided into six sections,
with each working on either a portion of
the solar heater’s design or on an
business office could not afford to educational project which will use
information and experience acquired in
handle the athletic account.
Guttormsen and Greg Soulds, director the design and construction of the solar
of student business affairs, could not be heater.
One of the members of the class,
reached for comment.
Members of the budget committee David Rozell, is paid by SJSU to be its
are attempting to set up an ap- part-time "technical coordinator for
pointment with Guttormsen to discuss solar energy applications."
One of his duties, Rozell said, will be
the possibility of the transfer, Culligan
to supervise the installation of the solar
said.
The budget committee hears budget panels this summer.
Rozell said the water heater will
requests and makes recommendations
provide from 70 to 80 per cent of the hot
to the A.S. Council.
water used in the dorms.
The athletic account transfer first
Savings on natural gas alone will pay
surfaced as part of AS. President John back the estimated $100,000 conRico’s proposed athletic contract which struction cost of the heater "in eight
went down to defeat in the council years," Rozell said.
recently.
Panels important
He said the heart of the heater will be
The contract among other things
would have guaranteed athletics a set its solar panels.
Each panel will be a shallow wooden
percentage of A.S. fees. In return A.S.
would have received certain benefits box four feet wide by eight feet long.
The upper face of the panel will be
such as the $21,000 savings through the
glass. Underneath the glass will be an
transfer.
airspace, then a solar collector and, on
the bottom, three inches of insulation.
The black-coated solar collector,
which will be the same size as the box,
will act exactly the opposite of a
Heat from the sunlight
radiator.
striking its surface will warm water
passing through it.
The water will then be pumped to a
Wineroth, Spartan Shops general 9,000-gallon storage tank near the
dorms’ loading docks.
manager.
As hot water is used and the water
Mike Emerick, Pub manager, will
also make a report on the effects of the level in the tank is lowered, more hot
Coors boycott and the problems it has water will be pumped through the
panels.
caused.
Rozell said the heater would provide
The Coors Boycott Coalition has been
picketing the sale of Coors beer in the all of the dorms’ hot water on sunny
Pub since last October. It is protesting days and enough surplus hot water will
the alleged discriminatory hiring be stored in the tank over four or five
practices of the Adolph Coors Co. in sunny days to provide all of the hot
water for two consecutive cloudy days.
Golden, Colo.
In the event that the storage tank
However, Wineroth said he doubted
the Coors issue would be brought up or runs out of hot water, the gas water
heater will automatically take over.
voted on at this meeting.
A committee of the board will be Rozell said.
Students pleased
reporting on how those caught
Even though construction of the solar
shoplifting should be prosecuted. The
A.S. has approved a resolution to water heater has yet to begin, students
prosecute shoplifters through the living in the three dorms are pleased
university only, rather than through with the idea.
"It’s important to unite students for a
local courts.
As it stands now students arrested for purpose they can invest energy into,"
shoplifting face two charges. One by said Sue Mulker, Royce Hall head
local police department and the other resident.
"Through the project we hope to get
through the university.

Student bounces to Tai Chi
Dragons dare not tread on the fountain
education junior practices Tai Chi. This
meant for play and not self -defense.

0

Transfer possible
for athletic account
By Tom Tait
A possibility of transferring the fiscal
administration of the Athletic
Department account from the AS.
Business Office to the University
Business Office is under consideration,
according to Colleen Culligan, A.S.
treasurer.
If approved, the transfer would save
the A.S. some $21,000 per year in administration costs, Culligan said.
The A.S., which funded athletics with
$90,500 this year, handles all the
paperwork connected with the $300,000
athletic account, according to Culligan.
Athletics also receives funding from
the Spartan Foundation, an alumni
booster club, and from gate receipts.
The proposed transfer grew out of
AS. budget committee discussions on
how to cut expenses in the AS. Business
Office, Culligan said.
Culligan said Glen Guttormsen,
director of university business affairs,
informed the A.S. the university
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Solar cgllectors installed above Hoover, Washburn and Royce Halls will provide hot water.
the residents ecologically aware and
develop many other full-scale conservation projects," she added.
Kirkland Vaughans, Hoover Hall
head resident, predicted, "It will
provide a sense of community identity.
Students, recognizing that they are a
part of something big, will ehlp perpetuate concentrated efforts in other
ecological areas such as recycling and
conservation," Vaughans said.
"I’m just happy Washburn is "part of
it," said Bill Clarkson, Washburn Hall
head resident.
"I think it’s a fantastic idea
economically sound and consciousnessstimulating at the same time," he

RAs enthusiastic
Resident advisers, as well as the head
residents, seem equally enthusiastic.
Environmental studies major Sue
Ashford, a Hoover adviser, pointed out
"It has never been done in a big way
before."
Ashford added, "Because of its
significance, it will be nationally
monitored.
"This will prove that solar energy has
more application than just in the
context of a single dwelling unit (like a
house). It can be used successfully in
large residential buildings, too," Ashford said.
Karl Miller, another Hoover adviser,

explained that residents will be asked
to make some "life style changes for
experimental purposes."
Miller said "Certain dorms will be
asked to shower or wash in mornings or
evenings to contrast the result of
energy usage in different dorms."
Royce Hall adviser Ira Bletz, an
environmental studies major. called
the project "a bold step the state is
takinga very revolutionary concept.
"I hope this prompts an acute
awareness on the part of the administration that we can no longer
continue the rampant waste of energy,"
Bletz said.
Continued on page 8

Shoplifting highlights
board meeting today
A manager’s report and the
prosecution of shoplifters will highlight
the Spartan Shops Board of Directors
meeting at 1 p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacheco Room.
The managers report will include
what is going on in various areas of
Spartan Shops according to Harry

Wilson quits
LONDON 1AP )--Harold Wilson
announced to a stunned nation
yesterday that he will resign after
serving a total of eight years as prime
minister and 13 years as labor party
leader.
The scrappy, pipe-puffing politician,
who turned 60 last Thursday, cited age
as the reason and said he would step
down as soon as the Laborites in the
House of Commons can elect a successor.

Bright sun keeps wary eye on runners
Dedy Cooper, who runs the anchor leg in the mile relay for the SJSU track team, takes handoff from Calvin Cazenave.
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Bunzel’s ’open door’ policy
succeeds for both parties

c!.4410 trio*

For the second time in his administration, SJSU President
John Bunzel opened up his doors to students and listened to
what they had to say.
This time, his action was fellowed by a successful response
when 44 students showed up during more than three and oneRealistically, the meeting did not change anyone’s mind
half hours of discussion.
Reaction from some of the participants was varied, but the concerning the Coors boycott, the Economics Department or
overall opinion was positive. Students walked away with a any other controvery and wasn’t intended to.
These issues have been a point of discussion in recent
better understanding of who John Bunzel is and what his job
semesters and the meeting gave interested students an opentails.
And, more importantly, Bunzel learned what many portunity to express their views to the top man.
And the total result was not simply a lot of talk. Bunzel
students are thinking about and how they perceive him and
directed several problems to administrative assistants and
his job.
But perhaps the most positive outcome of the meeting was expressed surprise concerning other issues he had not heard
that no one desires to discontinue the use of any get-togethers about.
John Bunzel should be complimented for his new openness
in the future.
Bunzel described the discussions as "good fun" and "they towards students at SJSU.
The 44 students who also displayed an active interest in
made my day." It did more than that, though.
Bunzel’s overall image as a reclusive, elusive and un- their school’s affairs are also worthy of commendation.
The real outcome of such meetings can only be a better
popular leader faded to a considerable degree when he
agreed to sit down with anyone and talk over problems and understanding and an open line of communication between
students and their president.
issues.

editorial

Bunzel remains ’distant’

U.N. holds sea conference

Whales, seals under attack
By Steve Forsythe
The nations of the world have long
debated the use, and abuse, of the
oceans and what they should be subjected to and who should do the
subjecting.
Last Monday, more than 1,400 experts on the oceans met at the United
Nations to decide if a gloual "Law of the
Sea" should be implemented.
The meeting, which is projected to
last about eight weeks, will give these
experts the opportunity to voice their
opinions on the exploitation of mineral,
food and oil resources.
But an important factor that will be
overlooked is the mass slaughter of sea
animals such as whales and seals.
When the experts talk of food, they are
referring to vegetation, not living
bodies.
All nations have been guilty of partaking in the senseless murder of sea

staff
comment
animals for many decades.
There was once a time when whales
were killed merely for their use in
lighting and heating oils, during a time
when electricity didn’t exist.
But today, with the advent of perfumes and elegant clothing and furniture, the search for exotic materials
has crept into the world of the sea
animals.
Whaling was an industry which
thrived on man armed with only a spear
harpoon a wooden boat, fighting an
animal which really had a chance to
survive. One didn’t have to be a sailor

Environment’s problems
require proper education
By Carole Kelleher
There seems to be a flaw in the
general education requirements that is
perhaps accountable for the flaws in the
environment.
The requirements do not specify
Environmental Studies as a mandatory
pre-graduation experience.
A person’s relation to the environment is as essential as his relation
to his language or his past or his
culture.
A course in Environmental Studies is
as necessary a course as English and
history and the humanities. It is a
course that is just as deserving of
general education requirement in that
nothing is more generally a life than the
environment one exists in.
There are people who call themselves
environmentalists. This should not be a
category in and of itself, but rather an
attribute characteristic of everyone’s

staff
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general conscience.
Because people in general reside in
"external or extrinsic conditions that
affect the growth and development of
organisms," as environment is defined,
it is also important that people be
aware of their impact upon that environment and not place this burden
solely upon those who profess to be environmentalists.
Perhaps if it became a requirement
that a person must learn about his
impact on the environment, aerosol
cans would be used less frequently and
be as socially unacceptable as improper grammar.

[other Ideas]

to be excited by the pitting of man vs.
whale.
The typical whaling ship today is
armed with cannon harpoons and
pentrating radar. Not only is the whale
more helpless than ever, but more are
being slaughtered than ever before.
There are organizations which are
trying to regulate the ridiculous killing
of these sea animals, but it will take a
stronger voice to make the whole world
listen.
This conference is the perfect forum
for the protection of the sea animals.
Hopefully, they will take action and
put their priorities into order.
Is a bottle of perfume worth the extinction of these beautiful creatures of
the sea?

By Heidi Van ’Lent
President John Bunzel’s open office
hours with students last week was a
qualified success. That success will be
short-lived, though, unless Bunzel can
loosen up and get more involved with
students.
To those observing Bunzel’s meeting
last week, it appears he is earnestly
trying to communicate with students.
But he is still coming across stiff and
formal.
The three and one-half hour meeting
with the 44 students who showed up to
meet Bunzel was a first for the
president’s administration.
Unfortunately, it took Bunzel six years to
find a forum he feels comfortable with.
Now that Bunzel has found a format
which suits his needs, there are
changes which can be made to insure
even more success.
After the meeting, students said they
wanted to meet Bunzel again but many

staff
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"bureaucratic"
noted
Bunzel’s
demeanor.
Obviously, Bunzel can’t invite every
interested student over to his house for
a barbecue and swim. But if Bunzel can
talk to students in a style they can
relate to, instead of communicating
with them as though they were minibureaucrats, then more might visit his
office.
Bunzel can make these changes to
"relax" his image and style:
o Shorten his answers. Bunzel’s
response to student questions tended to
be longer than necessary and therefore
sometimes uninteresting. As a conse-

Demos forsake Humphrey
as Carter, Jackson improve

quence, fewer questions can be answered and there is a tendency to tune
out his response.
o Speak in a manner and with an
attitude that students can relate to.
Although he may not intend to, Bunzel
often drifts into a lofty and philosophical tone that shuts students out
from hearing a clear, simple answer.
o Come out from behind his large
desk. When walking into Bunzel’s office, in mysterious Tower Hall,
students still see Bunzel as an
authoritarian figure. He is seated at one
end of the plush office, behind a big
desk, and students are at the other end
of the office.
If Bunzel can get closer to students,
both in style and proximity, he will be a
more effective communicator.
Bunzel does not need to buy a puka
shell necklace and wear patchouli oil to
let students know he is interested in
genuine communication with them.
He can still maintain whatever
formality and dignity he feels
necessary, but at the same time he can
relax with the students and open
himself up to some real "fun."

Spartan Daily
Se,ving the San Jose State UnlversitY
Community Since 1934

By Steven C. Taylor
The joke among some observers a
month ago was that the American
Express Co. would hire several
Democratic presidential contenders for
a commercial advertisement.
"Hello, you may not know us, but
we’re running for President this year."
They were to have the dual advantage of displaying both unknown
faces and names. Besides, they
wouldn’t be liars when they said they
needed credit cards and it was probably
the only job they could possibly get.
But a month is as good as a lifetime in
the arena of presidential politics. Only
a few primaries and caucuses down the
road and the once-large batch of
aspirants last month has narrowed
down to a representative handful in
March.
All the speculation of a convention
draft and the murmuring of Minnesota
Sen. Hubert Humphrey winning the
nomination by just answering the telephone is being lost in the growing noise
of an election year.
Rep. Morris Udall of Arizona has all
but cornered the liberal wing of the
party with a smooth running campaign
operation that his left-leaning rivals
could not match.
Fred Harris of Oklahoma and R.
Sargent Shriver are still punching away
for a share of liberal support, but for all
practical purposes, they are nothing
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more than names on the ballot.
With the supposedly promising
Hoosier, Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana,
folding his tent in Massachusetts,
Udall, with a victory in New York or
Wisconsin, will very much be the viable
liberal candidate come convention
time.
On the right wing, Alabama Gov.
George Wallace has scared everyone
else over to the middle to stake the sole
claim in this viewpoint.
With respectable showings in northern primaries, coupled with his
strength in the South, Wallace is again
expected to be in a prime position to
send the party a "message" by capturing a large block of delegates.
Lumped uncomfortably together in
the middle are Jimmy Carter of
Georgia and Sen. Henry Jackson of
Washington.
Each realizing that this as the most
advantageous position and certain that
a moderate is the most electable,
Carter and Jackson will be fighting to
eliminate the other in the coming

primaries.
They have survived this long with
their own top notch campaigns
Carter winning upsets in New Hampshire and Florida, Jackson topping the
field in Massachusetts.
With the early departure of Texas
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen and the failure of
any liberal candidate, save possibly
Udall, of raiding the moderate
Democratic vote, these two provide
middle of the roaders with a clear
choice.
Thus, with four serious alternatives
to choose from, Democrats across the
country are forgetting about poor
Hubert Humphrey. The trend can be
seen in the latest Gallop Poll, released
this week. Once by far the voters’
favorite, Democrats are turning increasingly to the four active campaigners.
Humphrey’s large lead has dwindled
to a scant one percentage point over
Carter and the others are not far
behind.
Come April and May, Humphrey’s
name may not even be on George
Gallup’s roster. No worry, though. He
can always campaign for American
Express.
"Hello, you may not know me, but I
was once considered the 1976
Democratic Presidential nominee."
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Groups ’usurp’ rights
Editor:
It is abhorrent in our constitutional
democracy that small interest groups
are allowed to usurp the right of individual choice. The fundamental right
to do as one chooses, when not endangering the rights of others, is
currently under ominous threat by
groups on this campus.
In its efforts to compel students to
join in the UFW cause, the United Farm
Workers Support Committee has denied
students the basic right of freedom of
choice, which is inherent in the Constitution.
The support committee has compelled the Spartan Shops to terminate
its sales of Sun-Maid raisins and has
forced food services to purchase only
UFW lettuce.

In the same vein, the Coors Boycott
Coalition is currently advocating a
boycott of the Spartan Pub until the
establishment removes the product
from the menu.
The actions of these groups are no
better than governmental interference
in our personal lives. If an individual
chooses to buy non-union raisins or
drink Coors beer, it is his or her own
damn business. It is the individual’s
right to do so.
I resent being told what I can or
cannot eat or drink. I resent this infringement upon my inherent constitutional right.
Peter Antenell
Political Science
Sophomore
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"Onward, my fellow Americans! Seek revenge upon the knaves who have left us broken and uncompleted,"
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Miracles in Morris Dailey?

bilingual aid

Jesus, evangelist quell pain, heal sick
By Larry Bobiles
They came to Morris
Dailey Auditorium nearly
500 strong, some out of
curiosity, others to find
inspiration, still others in
search of a miracle.
During a 2 and 119 hour
program that included an
appearance by folksinger

Barry McQuire, everyone
found somethingincluding
a few who say they found
miracles.
It all happened Saturday
at Berkeley evangelist Mario
Murillo’s
"Night
of
Miracles" rally.
Jesus heals
Murillo opened his second

Luse

Evangelist Mario Murillo works "miracles"

monthly crusade at SJSU by
declaring, "I’m not a faith
healer. Faith doesn’t heal.
Jesus heals."
"There are three ways you
can look at Christianity," he
said.
"You can say ’It’s
drunkeness.’ Or you can say,
’It’s my bag,’ and be greedy
about it, or you can say
’Jesus, I want you to come
into my life."
It is this third view Murillo
subscribes to totally.
Murillo went on to ask for
donations ("If you feel
you’re being ripped off, don’t
give") and to hit at his
critics, spewing one-liners in
the rapid-fire style of a
standup comedian.
Then he slowed it down,
asked the crowd to join him
in singing ’Amzing Grace,’
and, facing a sea of upraised
arms and gently weeping
faces, began what everyone
had come to see.
"There is someone sitting
in this area with a problem in
one of their legs," he said,
searching the center section.
"In the knee area..an injury
to the knees. Where are ya?"
A startled girl shot her
arm up.
"Glory to God," Murillo

spartaguide
The Christian Science
Organization meets today at
3:30 p.m. in Memorial
Chapel.
SOO

Professor L. Sklar of the
Anthropology Department
speaks at the Faculty Book
Talk at 12:30 p.m. today in
room A of the cafeteria.
Sklar will discuss "Against
our Will."
SOS

The SJSU Geological
Society presents lecturer
John O’Rourke at 12:30 p.m.
today in DH 306. O’Rourke
will discuss "Aspects of
Engineering Geology."
earl
The Revolutionary Student
Brigade presents the film
"Freedom Railway" at 12:30
p.m. today in ENG. 132.
SOO

The SJSU Meteorology
Department sponsors a talk
on "The Early Years of
Meteorology in the U.S.," at
3 p.m. today in DH 615.
SOO

The

India

Association

meets at noon today in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room.
SOO

The Urban
Planning
Coalition meets at 6:30 p.m.
tonight in Building V, next to
the Business Tower,
SOO

A.S. presents "Portugal:
An Open Forum," at 12:30
p.m. today in the A.S.
Council Chambers on the
S.U. third level. The free
program includes slides and
discussion of current events.
se
The Asian American
Lecture Series presents
Shawn Wong at 7 p.m.
tonight in DMH 163. Wong
will discuss Asian American
writers.
eras
The Baptist Student Union
sponsors study groups at 7
p.m. tonight at 787 S. Third
St.
CIO

The Chicano Business
Students meets at 3:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Pacheco
Room,

Phi Beta Lambda and Chi
Sigma Epsilon sponsors a
Car show from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. today on Ninth Street.
?e
Sierra Club presents
Kathy Clark at 7:30 p.m.
tonight in the S.U. Pacifica
Room. Clark will show slides
and discuss the First Step
Community
Compost
Project.
Ie.

Ambassadors
Campus
Bible Study meets at 12:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Montalvo Room.
The SJSU Peer Drop-In
Center sponsors free films at
noon today in the Council
Chambers on the S.U. third
level. The center also
sponsors an exercise and
relaxation workshop at 7
p.m. today in the Council
Chambers and a men’s
liberation workshop at 7 p.m.
in the S.0 Diablo Room.

Eric LI,O.

With tear-filled eyes and upraised arms the "Night of Miracles" crowd sang "Amazing Grace."
said.
Picks sick
He did this no fewer than
eight other times, uncannily
picking out sick people in the
crowd.
The crowd cheered each
time an afflicted one praised
the Lord for a cure.
A few of the cured took to
the stage to testify to their
experience.
The girl with the knee
injury said she "flipped a
snowmobile" on her leg in
her freshman year in college

and that not even surgery
was successful in correcting
it. Then tonight she felt it
"pop" and suddenly it was
cured.
Another man complained
of a prolonged "sinus
headache" but said he felt it
relieved at the gathering
"after praying to God."
Finally, Charles Black, an
employe of the Student
Union, had "pains" in the
stomach area, a consequence of his drug experience he said, and

described his curing after
the rally.
Pain relieved
"I felt a joyous, loving
warmth. It came straight to
the pain, and relieved it
totally.
"The lord really touched
me tonight," Black said,
explaining what cured him.
Murillo called out various
afflictions
during
the
evening, among them blood
diseases, heart disease, and
kidney disorders, but no one
responded to these.

Urban planning dept.
seeks project funds
Five major urban planning
research programs have
been submitted to various
government and private
sponsors for funding, according to Dr. D. N. Rothblatt, chairman of the
department of urban and
regional planning.
The five programs are:
Urban Design, Historic
Preservation, Media Based
Citizen Participation in
Metropolitian
Planning
Problems, The Establishment of Advocacy Planning
Centers for Disadvantaged
Neighborhoods and The
Impact of the Suburban
Environment on Women.
The last study was set up in
the
conjunction
with
Women’s Studies Program.
Rothblatt said the reasons

for setting up these research
programs was to make a
name for the department
and also "to do things that
are
relevant
to
this
metropolitian area."
Last year, a studentfaculty committee was
established and set priorities
for subjects to be researched. These five were at the
top of the list.
Students and department
faculty will be involved in
the research.
"The specialist training
should give students a depth
of knowledge and confidence
in a particular field of
planning from which to grow
and with which to enter the
field
with
marketable
skills," Rothblatt said.
Rothblatt said it is im-

portant for students to get
this kind of practical
training.
"I feel we ought to train
planners who have specific
skills
for
immediate
professional entry, as well as
the long term capacity to
move to other specializations
and professional roles, or
positions
of
broader
responsibility," he said.

Serving the San Jose Slate
University Community
Since 1934

"I didn’t know 1 was
growing old" and "nobody
dies of old age" were
thoughts that three elderly
women
enthusiastically
projected during a panel
discussion on older women
last week.
A panel entitled "Positive
Views on Being an Older
Woman" was held here last
Thursday as a part of
Women’s Week. Three San
Jose women, ranging in age
from 74 to 85, headed the
panel.
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Eighty -one -year -old
Esther Hagler has been
active with women’s rights
since the 1920’s when she
demonstrated for women’s
suffrage in New York City.
She described her involvment as "absolutely
delightful. We fought cops
and we fought the establishment and it was fun."
Hagler, who has "always
been in the forefront" of
citizen’s rights, currently
works 40 hours a week for
Economics and Social
Opportunities, a service
organization.
Cora Broadwater, 74,
spends much of her time
working in the Foster
Grandparent
program

sponsored by Catholic Social
Services.
The program consists of
retired people who work in
juvenile halls, emotionally
disturbed centers, Head
Start programs and schools
for the retarded, she said.
The program benefits both
the children and the grandparents. Broadwater said.
First, the children have
someone to talk to and
receive guidance from.
"My role is to reach them
understanding,
through
kindness and love," she said.
Also, the program helps
the grandparents combat
problems of loneliness,
financial problems and
social displacement,
Broadwater said

our
making
"It
is
retirement years a little bit
more meaningful," she
added. "Otherwise, we’d be
sitting in our apartments
feeling sorry for ourselves."
Eighty -five -year -old
Annabelle Rainie works
part-time for a senior
citizen’s home in San Jose,
which has an age range of 62
to 94.
The home pushes for a
community spirit, Rainie
said, which helps the tenants
to overcome loneliness and
isolation.
This is evident by the
activities program they have
set up and certain rules such
as a requirement to eat
dinner in the dining room
with the other tenants

Undaunted, Murillo talked
on.
"I believe 100 per cent in
medical science." he said. I
urge all of you to see your
doctor to verify what’s
happen to you.
"Somebody said, ’can
miracles happen in Morris
Dailey Auditorium?’ You
better believe it God is on
the move right now!"
Murillo will return to SJSU
in early April for another
"Night of Miracles."
Buy it, sell it,
see it, say it:
with a Spartan
Daily classified
ad. Best rates
around on
display ads too!

SAN FRANCISCO (API
Pacific Telephone said
Tuesday it would cost about
$33 million annually to
bilingual
full
provide
operator
services
for
Spanish-speaking customers
in California.
Charles V. McAvoy, a
Pacific Telephone assistant
vice president, told a state
Public Utilities Commission
PUC I hearing that "no
sufficient reasonable need
exists
for
additional
bilingual telephone services
other than what Pacific
already is providing."
In submitting the cost
estimate, the company noted
it already is providing some
bilingual assistance on
emergency calls and other
aids for the Spanishspeaking.
-It would be unjust and
unreasonable for Pacific to
provide expanded bilingual
operator services and for all
of the ratepayers to bear the
additional costs of providing
such
services,"
said
McAvoy.
He said the cost estimate
did not include a differential
which would have to be paid
operators using bilingual
skills.

House For Faculty
4
1

Gracious home beautiful’
remodeled. 3 Bedroom,
Den, Rumpus Room,
Basement and Beautiful
Front and Rear Yards. B
blocks from campus. Foi
Rent $375 a month

For More Into
Call 356 2522
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z
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There is always the
possibility
that
these
research programs may not
be funded. However, Rothblatt said, "The department
is determined to move
forward with these academic
and community oriented
projects with or without
funding."

Aging women still lead active lives

Spartan Dail

costs high

The dinner rule is to "keep
track of everyone," she said,
and to also provide at least
one hot meal a day for the
tenants.
"You never feel alone
because you’re always
surrounded by people,"
Rainie added.
Hagler decided to retire
and become a grandmother"
at the age of 70, but has since
changed this view.
"I visited every senior
citizen’s club from Los Gatos
to Santa Clara and they are
for the birds," she said, "1
don’t know if they were ever
young."
On her 71st birthday,
Hagler obtained a driver’s
license and began working
part-time

SPARTAN PUB

CALL FOR ENTRIES!
AAcademy of Art
College 47th Annual
Summer Study Grants
The Academy of Art College will award Summer Study Grants to
deserving art students for the 1976 Summer Session This pro
gram is offered as a public service to young artists as an oppor
tunity to experience the quality education available at a profes
sional art college Students will benefit from an environment of
highly motivated fellow art students together with the guidance of
a professional faculty for six accelerated weeks of instruction

SEE YOUR ART TEACHER OR COUNSELOR FOR
FULL DETAILS AND APPLICATION INFORMATION!
or contact

THE ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
625 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
14151673-4200

SPRING 1976

Dorm Bowling Championships

Charter flights to Europe (geared to the educg
tonal community) Summer long flights - lowest
1,irns, 20- 200 days Paris from $419 R/T MAY
JUNE SEATS STILL AVAILABLE. MAKE
YOUR RESERVATIONS TODAY TO RE SURE
Flieht
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Men’s and women’s divisions, singles, handicap (80%
of 200). All entries bowl 4 games qualifying. Top 6
men and top 6 women return Saturday for head -to
head finals. Entry fee. S2.50 per person. Prizes
include tickets to the Temptations Concert at Circle
Star Theater, trophies, gift certificates from San
Jose Box Office and free games of bowling.

Available only at:
CIE EiStudent Travel
I formerly Studeiii Services/West)

Roi Davis
236 N. Santa CM/ No. 314, Los Gatos
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...after St. Pat’s own heart!
In green onyx, the color of the
auld sod, with 14 karat yellow
gold rim and chain, for the
sunny smile of the Irish, and at a price
you just can’t resist! $25.
Something Beautiful for Everyone.,.
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Randall brings colorful background to SJSU
By Rial Cumnnugs
Bruce Randall IS a 27u
pound Latvian graduate
student, who works for no
salary, and is more likely to
be seen in denim jeans than
in doubleknit slacks.
Other than that, he,
pretty much the same as any.
college
major
other
basketball coach.
Well. . .there is one thing
that might set him apart
from his colleagues. Head
coach Ivan Guevara’s No. 2
assistant has never played in
a formal high school or
college basketball game.
He never played in a
formal basketball game of
any kind until the ripe old
age of 19.
Impressive dosier
Thus the 29-year-old didn’t
bring the most impressive
dossier to Guevara’s desk
when the coaching staff was
shuffled last spring, but the
two hit it off and Randall
landed the job.
Mainly it has entailed
administrative work and
extensive traveling "on the
road" in search of recruits,
great
as this year’s
recruiting chase enters the
home stretch.
Randall considers himself
more of a student than a
faculty member. He is
working towards his masters

heard the news- then
Bruce went out the next
summer and did it again,
piloting the team through an
unbeaten schedule.
Dull lovva
Meanwhile Randall’s
lifestyle continued to roam
as unstructured as ever. He
took a year off from school to
manage an auto parts
dealership in Iowa.
"It was the dullest place in
the world," he recalled. I
was so bored that at night I’d
go over to Drake University
and run around the rubber
track until I was tired
enough to sleep.
"Finally I decided that the
dullest class in California
would be Mardi Gras
compared to thisand back
I went."
Randall, who had weighed
as much as 300 pounds before
the switch, lost about 70
pounds in Iowaand didn’t
feel well physically.
"I’m just meant to be big,"
he explained. "I’ve never
really trusted doctors
maybe because as a baby I
was so thin, mom took me to
them and they said I’d
always be skinny."
Champion sprinter
Randall was a champion
sprinter in junior high,
before he grew upand
mainly, out.
he

sports
degree in Geography, which
is appropriate since his 6-3
frame covers a fair amount
of territory itself. In fact, it
is precisely his stature that
steered him into coaching in
the first place.
Selling Ramblers
In 1968 after four years of
wandering that saw him
dabble in everything from
selling Ramblers to playing
piano in a rock band, Bruce
found himself studying parttime at Cypress Junior
College.
Basketball coach Don
Johnson had seen Randall
play in a summer league,
and asked him to joust 6-11
center Swen Nater in
practice.
Nater later backed up Bill
Walton at UCLA and now
plays professionally in the
ABA, but at the time he had
even less basketball experience than Randall.
"I wasn’t an official

member of the team,"
laughed Randall. "Actually I
stood behind Swen and
pounded the crap out of him
for two years. I guess I was
able to give him more
resistance than any of the
players."
Coaches summer team
The next summer Johnson
asked Randall if he’d mind
coaching some of the
Cypress players in a loosely
structured summer league.
"Don was going on
vacation and his assistant
wasn’t available either,"
Randall said. "I had no
previous
coaching
experience, but my enthusiasm seemed to carry
over to the players. I guess I
also had a natural knack for
knowing when to substitute,
but I was as mystified as
anyone when the team went
undefeated."
Johnson almost went crazy
according to Randall when

-

Assistant basketball coach Bruce Randall
In 1974, the ABA entry in a
professional summer league
at CSU Los Angeles needed a
coach. Nater, a member of
the squad, suggested Randall try the helm and through
Johnson he got the job.
Job may be a misnomer.
Bruce wasn’t paid a salary,

though most of the other
teams were coached by staff
members of various NBA
clubs. The players were
mostly young or rookies
fresh out of college.
Nervousness
Randall admitted to some
nervousness.

"Before the first game I
looked over at the opposing
team," he said. "As I watched Paul Westphal, John
Gianelli and the others warm
up, it suddenly struck me
that this wasn’t Cypress
against Cerritos JC. In five
minutes I was going to have
to make decisions concerning
professional
players."
Randall’s squad was
creamed that first night, but
went on to win first place.
"It was dreamland," said
Randall. "Even during the
season, the players didn’t
know who I really was.
"After our final win, Mary
Roberts ! a player), asked
me who I was with. ’Marv,’ I
said, ’I’m a student over at
Dominguez Hills. I work
part-time in a liquor store.’
"They cracked up, and
poured beer all over me. I
mean, several of these guys
were earning over 8100,000 a
year, and here I was,
working part-time."
Mysterious gentleman
Randall’s other most
memorable moment came
one day when an older
gentleman asked his opinion

*
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Spartan golfer Don Thames works on form

National title defense
on tap for fencers
Two SJSU fencers are
competing in the NCAA
fencing championships
today and tomorrow at the
University of Pennsylvania.
Mike Green and Mark
Detert are the two Spartan
representatives
following
their performances in the
Western Regional fencing
championships held in Long
Beach March 5-6.
Green will compete in the
foil weapon after his fourth
place finish in the Western
Championships and Mark
Detert will pick up the sabre
weapon because of this
second place performance in
the westerns.

The SJSU women fencers
are now preparing to defend
their title in the Intercollegiate Nationals April 2-3
in Montclair, N.J.
Last weekend the Spartans
dominated the Western
Women’s Championships in
San Francisco as SJSU won
the team championship.
Vin
Hurley,
Stacey
Johnson and Gay D’Asaro
combined forces to bring
SJSU the team title against
13 other schools, placing
first, second, fourth and fifth
respectively, for the Spartans from a field of 40
athletes.
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I Watch exciting Seals Hockey at
price Wednesday night. 8 pm

Seals vs. Buffalo Sabres
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By Tarun Patel
Suffering from an apparent let down after upset
victories over the XO’s and
the BATS, the SJSU rugby
team had to come from
behind in the last five
minutes to defeat Santa
Clara University, 11-10
Saturday at the rugby field
adjacent to Buck Shaw
Stadium,
Trailing 10-7 with five
minutes left, player-coach
Floyd McGaughy scooped up
a loose ball on the weak side
and flipped it back to a
trailing Dan Prager, who
sent in for the 15-yard score,
making the score 11-10.
Prager’s conversion kick
was no good, but a nonrelenting defense held Santa
Clara scoreless the rest of
the way. SJSU is now 5-3 on
the year.
SCU dominates
Before Prager’s try, the
game had been all Santa
Clara’s. Santa Clara held a
vastly-improved SJSU team
to just seven points for 75
minutes of the game.
SJSU’s intensity, determination and hustle so
evident in the two prior
games was lacking in this
one. Santa Clara’s ability to
take advantage of this

I ’

t Wye ad)
check Dwell, new
Bosch Plugs, Points
and Pennzoil

293-4619
Call for Appointment

1713 ANGELA s’r. NO. 1SAN JOSE
(10 minutes from S.J.S.U.) Open Saturdays 10 t:II 5
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taking it too easy lately,"
said Thames.
The results have been two
fifth place finishes for the
Spartans in six team tourneys, and a 2-1 dual meet
record.
The golfers left this
morning for San Diego and
will put in a practice round
today before tomorrow’s tee
off at 7 a.m.

Ruggers rally to victory;
Monterey tourney next

Get a scholarship
to SEALS Games!

TUNE UP SPECIAL

pressive tournament performance this year, and
team members are hoping
the extra practice put in last
week will pay off.
"I haven’t played well yet,
but it’s my own fault," said
Thames, who has been a
starter at SJSU for four
years.
"It’s just a matter of
playing regularly. I’ve been

Most Wednesdays are
student nights. Your
valid student 1.0. Card
gets you a great loge
(reg. $7501 or
balcony. (reg. $6 001
ticket at half price.
Discount available
only at Oakland
Coliseum Arena box
office. in advance or
the night of the game
For more informntirm
call

635-2505
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relaxed attitude was the big
factor in making the game so
close.
The Spartans had begun
the game as if it was going to
be a laugher.
Kessler scores
Just five minutes into the
game, Paul Kessler scored a
try off a line-out from five
yards out to give SJSU a 4-0
lead. A few minutes later
Prager scored on a 25-yard
penalty kick and the Spartans led 7-0.
At
this
point,
the
momentum shifted to the
Broncos and was not
regained by SJSU until the
final five minutes.
McBeath
Coach Ron
emphasized that the Spartans cannot afford to relax
anytime during the course of
a game, expecially with the
Tournament
Monterey
coming up this weekend.
"We played well at dirst
but the toll of the XO’s and

BATS game took hold and we
eased off against Santa
Clara," he said.
Take on USC
In the tourney, which will
be played on Pebble Beach’s
Collins Field Saturday and
Sunday, SJSU, seeded sixth
out of 32 teams, will open
against the University of
Southern California.
A victory over the Trojans
would launch the Spartans
into the winner’s bracket and
face further competition. A
loss would put SJSU in the
loser’s bracket and cost
them a chance for the
championship.

Arthur Rubinstein:
LOVE OF LIFE 7:15
TALES OF
9:10
HOFFMAN

STUDENTS $1.50

new

pants at an

Reg. $14.15
Ow

unbeatable lir ice.

values.
See

Golfers enter Aztec tourney ** PANT
SALE
Levin, finished three shots
behind Steinfurth in second
place and will round out the
six-man team.
Exempt
from
the
qualifying rounds were
seniors Don Thames and
Scott Hoyt, and junior Scott
Little.
Extra practice
The Spartans will be
gunning for their first im-
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By Randy Frey
About this time last year
SJSU golfers spent three
days in a San Diego hotel
room watching rain pour
from the sky.
This year the golfers hope
to get in three rounds of golf
in their two days down south,
bringing home at least a
score in the 54-hole Aztec
Tournament.
Invitational
"Six inches of rain fell and
completely covered the
course last year," said
Spartan coach Jerry Vroom,
who has taken precautions
this year by instructing his
golfers to come prepared
with umbrellas, rain outfits
and old towels.
Sunny skies
But the weather outlook
calls for sunny skies this
time around, so it will have
to be a tough field of competition instead of adverse
playing conditions that
prevent the Spartans from
bringing home a victory.
And Vroom calls the field,
"the toughest we have faced
this year."
Among the powerhouses
that will takle 7000-yard
Carlton Oaks in Santee, a
suburb of San Diego, are
Arizona State, University of
Arizona and University of
New Mexico, all potential
nationally ranked teams.
Experimenting stage
SJSU, still "in the experimenting stage and
looking for the right combination," according to
Vroom, will send two golfers
with no tourney experience
into the Aztec Invitational.
Achim Steinfurth, freshman from Munich, Germany, and Mike Hemphill,
junior transfer from El
Camino College, earned the
right to compete in the
tournament with first and
third place finishes in a fourday team qualifying meet
last week.
Another freshman, Don

ON

366 S. First St. 294.3800
Tue.-Wed,

t7744714 4 ************ *******-*44-****
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Hope for no rain

of several players.
-People were always
asking me about certain
players," he said. "But htis
guy looked familiar to me. I
knew I had seen his face a
thousand times before, but I
couldn’t recall his name.
"Afterwards, I asked Swen
who it wasRed Auerbach,
he said."
Auerbach is
general
manager of the Boston
Celtics, and credited with
building one of the most
incredible dynasties in
sports history.
Randall’s plans for the
future are as unsure as his
past has been so far.
"When I leave San Jose
State," he said, "I just want
to leave the program a little
better than when I came."

Free!

Compliments of El Pantalonl
Drawing for 3 pairs of tickets

March 27, 28 concert. Come:
,11 and register! No purchase
414
necessary.

279-1881
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(Announcing his candidacy?)
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GUIDO SARDUCCI
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Associated Students Present
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Fellini’s Amarcord
remember in dialect Italian
Amarcord means
and this movie is a sentimental tourney into
Federico Fellini’s own past. The film received
the Academy Award for Best Foreign Picture.
127 minutes

Today
Morris Dailey Auditorium
$1.00 3:30 7:00 10:00 $1.00
Next week. Tommy

present

Films of Luis Builuel
March 18
Fieci
7:00 pm
Education Bldg Room #100
Freel

Next Week. La Mort En Le Jacclin
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Advance tickets at A.S. Business Office
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Every team in the tournament will play four games
each day. The time span for
each game will increase
every game. The first game
is 24 minutes long, the
second is 40 minutes, the
third is 60 and the fourth is
the regulation 80 minutes.
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feet behind the left wing until
his single -engine aircraft
outdistances the bird.
The bird is usually back
waiting at the airport when
the plane returns.
Frederickson said the
pheasant is faithful to his
little craft and doesn’t seem
interested in any of the other
airplanes.

Just plane love
keeps bird high
POISON, MONT. (AP/
Everyone knows that birds
can’t mate with airplanes
everyone
except
the
pheasant that has fallen in
love
with
Clyde
Frederickson’s green-andwhite craft.
Frederickson, owner of an
aviation service at Poison’s
airport, said he recognized
the bristling and strutting of
the cock pheasant.
"He thinks the airplane’s a
tin hen, I guess," said
Frederickson.
The flier said the pheasant
takes off at about 20 miles an
hour and churns along a few

news summary
chief," said Supervisor John
Barbagelata Monday night.
"The red carpet is being
rolled out for pimps and
whores and it’s very
disturbing to see."
Barbagelata’s colleague,
former police chief Al
was
Nelder, said he
"shocked to hear of this
desecration of my former
office. The flags have been a
tradition in that office for 50
years I know of.
The chief, without men-

Chief receives
flak over flak
SAN FRANCISCO
)
Supervisors are awash in
indignation over Police Chief
Charles Gain’s removal of
the flags that were standing
in his private office.
-I’ve lost confidence in the

tioning any names, late
Monday night got into the
spirit of the occasion with a
reference to "damn fools
who are trying to make a big
issue out of this. They can go
jump in the lake."

Heroin use hits
epidemic level
WASHINGTON
Heroin addiction

AP
is in-

creasing again in the United
States after a temporary 18month lag and remains at an
epidemic level that began in
the 1960s, the government’s
top drug abuse expert said
today.
Dr. Robert I,. DuPont,
director of the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, told
reporters there was a brief
decline in heroin use when
the French connection
supplying Turkish heroin to
the United States was

broken.
It picked up again when
heroin from Mexico began
entering the country, he
said.
"I would say the epidemic
is continuing, that it never
ended," DuPont said.
The current number of
daily U.S. heroin users is
estimated at about 400,000,
DuPont said.
Heroin use among women
is fast approaching the rate
for men, and whites are

run in any state Democratic
primaries outside California.
At a Capitol news conference, the 37 -year -old
governor clearly disavowed
any description of his
campaign as solely a
California favorite son effort.

becoming addicted almost as
frequently as blacks, he said.
"Heroin has beconae a
national problem. It is no
longer confined to large
eastern cities," he added.
DuPont said there were 118
deaths from heroin overdose
last year in San Diego, a city
of about the same size as
Washington, D.C., where
there were only 30 heroin
deaths in 1975

South Vietnam:
ills, prostitutes

Brown serious,
going national

MANILA i AP) After 30
ears of war, South Vietnam
is a land infested with
malaria, bubonic plague,
leprosy,
tuverculosis,
venereal disease and 300,000
prostitutes, according to the
World Health Organization.

SACRAMENTO
i AP )
Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. said
yesterday he is a national
candidate for President, but
he hasn’t decided whether to

The second annual (six years late)

Photo Identification Contest
SAN JOSE:
The Second vzootn. RIC:tato

What’s come
over you?

Annual

JACKSON ST. BAND
ELI

Look up and you II see those PSA (.,ni iingbads
smiling down For good reasons More
flights connecting northern and southern
California than any other airline Good
connections with Hertz cars and
Hyatt Hotels Forty low-cost tours
tmini-vacations) Look up PSA
or your travel agent
PSA gives you a lift

1 1:

furs. 2 tr.I

t).0

WHITE EYES
BEST IN BAY AREA MUSIC
NIC)11 rS A WI I I.

(Six years late.)

HEARTY SANDWICHES,
SALADS & SOUPS lirypi.‘:,"

FIRST PRIZE:
A round trip flight to Los Angeles on P.S.A.

FOUR RUNNERS-UP PRIZES:

PSA. 18 times a day
to and from Los Angeles.

Lunch for two at The Wooden Nickel

See "How to play" below

SERVED DAILY 11A11/1-7:30PM
2 co Ihe Alameda
Santa Clara

1,

OPEN
llain-2am mon.-rat

JUST IDENTIFY THE PHOTO
cc
172
SAVE 35 THIS WEEK!
At Peanuts,
where great -tasting sandwiches
are a specialty
OUR SANDWICH OF THE WEEK Is:

! VOLKSWAGEN SPECIAL
Mon -Fri
7:30 - 4pm

cil

I.

Na

A delicious healthful treat comprised
of avocados, tomatoes, cheese, lettuce)
and sprouts. Served on Nine Grain
Wheat Bread. Regularly $1.60
0
Weds., March 16 thru Tues., March 23 only
OPEN: 630 am - 10 pm weekdays excent Friday til 5
7th
&
6111
between
275 E. San Fernando

$1.25

MI IN

PEANUTS

SPARTAN MOBIL ’fa,
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
si IN IN am MI

OMNI MINI NI MI 1M1 MI MI

IM MN

III

DINNER OFFER
Italian Sausage

Enchiladas
Chili Dogs

Jumbo Burger

Baked Ham

SEE THE
NEW STUDENT
OFFER IN
TOMORROW’S
ENTERTAINMENT
SECTION!’

Pizza

INTERNATIONAL
DINNER CLUB
294-6464
1.1mmoim....iimunisimimosimimosommmosimmai
Spaghetti

1

PH. 294-1562
9. Check ignition system
10 Check light system
11. Check battery
12. Check brake fluid
13. Check transmission fluid
14. Change oil (oil incl.) 1,1
15. Lube job
(ALL OTHER PARTS EXTRA)

A 15 -point check-up:
1 Check compression
2. Check and adjust plugs
3. Check and adjust points
4. Check and adjust timing
5. Check and adjust brakes
6. Check and adjust valves
7. Adjust carburetor
8. Check generator

"the Natural Sandwich"
ONLY

$29.95

Chicken

CLASSIFIED Mid-Term No. 1
1. With a Spartan Daily Classified
Ad you may
a. sell something

How to play P.I.C.
Guess the identity of the photo above. Form the clue word from the
bracketed letters found in the ad text lone letter per ad), anagram style.
Fill out the entry blank completely. One or two words should suffice to
identify the Photo. Then answer the tie breaker question, which is: What
is the closing Dow-Jones Industrial average for Friday, March 19, 1976?
Bring your entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds office, JC 206 and deposit
in the Contest Entry Box. Entries MUST be in by 12 noon, Friday,
March 12, 1976.
Winners announced in next week’s cor test page.

FIRST PRIZE:

MI IN MI ME

Leland L. Wong
Michael Chambers, Roger Dudnick,
Derek Sakazaki, Elaine Jewell

Runners Up:

Last Week’s Solution:

ct

Photo. Tip of ball point pen
Clue word(s): An Inkling
Tie breaker answer: 987

FOR PRICES THAT WON’T
COST THE SHIRT OFF YOUR BACK
fli01111"4

Reg $10 $16 Shirts

ONLY $5.951)
81111MIIP

b. buy something

I

San Joy.
INI MI III NI
NI

LAST WEEK’S
P.I.C. WINNERS

Rules:
1. The most accurate entry will win. In case of two or more comparably
accurate answers, the tie -breaker will be used. Persons designated by the
Spartan Daily will have final say in judging the accuracy of the answers.
2. The Spartan Daily will not be responsible for lost or stolen entries.
3. All complimentary flight passes awarded on P.S.A. expire 90 days aft,’i
date pass is issued.
4. Only currently enrolled SJS students or faculty may enter. Person,
affiliated with the Spartan Daily or its advertisers are ineligible.
5. Spartan Daily reserves the right to amend rules or make corrections as it
deems necessary.
G. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON.

IM MI

11 tit
ION MI ME IIII

Er

522 Shirts

Se, ONLY
et.
n $7.95-8.95

c. find something you need
d. promote an event
e. all of the above

The answer is exhibited every
day in the Spartan Daily.
----- IN IN MI ON IN

==============

ENTRY BLANK

UP TO

$10

ON A 10-K GOLD

ARVIRVED
COLLEGE RING

(Must be entered by Friday)

CLUE WORD(S)

PHOTO IDENTITY

TIE -BREAKER ANSWER

NAME

MAJOR

LOCAL ADDRESS

SAVE

CITY

PHONE

4%
ARTCARVED world famous
for Diamond and Wedding Rings

slg

with regular deposit
if you pay in full

SanJoseStateUniversity

OUI 51.111IS al V 111d110,1CILlirIN’ OVCI11111S
and salesmen samples. And they’re all
brand new shirts, not seconds.
Come by and chprk i is iii,

Mon. -Fri. 10am-6pm, Sat. 10am-5pm
510 South Tenth St., San Jose, Ph. 295-0144
.41,6

APPEARING WEEKLY
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY
THE OFFICIAL SECOND
ANNUAL PHOTO
IDENTIFICATION CONTEST
(six years late)
GET HOME THE EASY WAY THIS
EASTER WIN TWO ROUND TRIP
TICKETS TO L.A.
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Paulsen non -campaigns at SJSU
audiences on TY:* Paulsen
said, "but I have spent
considerable time and expense traveling around the
country, visiting and subsidizing groups of supporters
from my Straight Talking
American Government
Party STAG) who deny my
candidacy too."
Paulsen added if he is
nominated, he will not
campaign, if drafted he will
not run and if elected he will

By Louise Ransil
With the ’76 Presidential
elections approaching, there
is increased speculation that
Pat Paulsen may once more
throw his hat into the ring
when he speaks today at 2:30
p.m. in the Student Union.
When rumors started to fly
candidacy,
his
about
Paulsen adamently denied
he was running for office.
"I have not only denied my
candidacy to nationwide

day," he declared.
Also an outspoken figure
on the issue of sex education,
he stated, "I am opposed to
sex education in the schools.
Let kids today learn it where
we didin the gutter."
Paulsen also strongly
critisized the American
pressuring
people
for
Richard Nixon out of office.
"I want that man in the
White House where I can
watch him!" he said.

not serve
Describes platform
Despite repeated denials
presidential
his
of
aspirations. Paulsen was
quick to describe his political
platform: "It’s about 4’ by
5’, made out of plywood and
painted brown," he said.
A well-known critic of the
"War on Poverty," Paulsen
outlined his own plans: "We
can win the war on poverty
by shooting 400 beggars a

Poet writes from experience

Everson ’just beginning’
Pat Paulsen comes to SJSU.

California poet
to speak today
William Everson, formerly Brother Antoninus,
will speak on "The Effect of
Place in American Poetry"
at 8:15 p.m. today in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Everson, whose book
"Archetype West" will be
published this fall, is a
nationally-known California
poet.
Everson has published
more than 25 books of poetry,
including "Man-Fate," "The
Crooked Lines of God" and
"The Residual Years."
He won a Guggenheim
Fellowship in poetry for 194950, and a 1967 award for the

best book of poetry published
by a Californian.
The lecture is fourth in a
series of lectures and
readings being sponsored by
the San Jose Fine Arts
Commission, the Student
Union. the Associated
Students and "San Jose
Studies" in honor of the
bicentennial.
Mona Van Duyn, Gwendolyn Brooks and Howard
Nemerov will also give
readings during the series,
which is being coordinated
by Naomi Clark.
Admission tonight is
free.

career. It was the thesis to
which his years in the
monastery, 1951-69, were an
antithesis.
"Those two lives are
established," Everson said,
"But the third life, the
crucial one, the systhesis, is
just starting."
As Everson sat back in his
UC Santa Cruz office, it was
easy to see why "people who
knew me as Brother
Antoninus have trouble with
this buckskin image."
Everson was redolent in
levis, plaid shirt, fringed
vest, and a bear claw

By Carrie Peyton
At 64, William Everson has
published more than 25
books, become a nationallya
poet,
been
known
Dominican monk for 18
years, married three times,
and been a WW II conscentious objector, as well as
a rancher, printmaker and
teacher.
lie says he is ’’just
beginning."
Everson sees the years
from 1935-1951, when he
published his early works
and married twice, as the
first phase of his productive

Noon program

Newman to play
Flamenco guitarists Kent
Newman
and
Wayne
Robertson will perform at
noon Thursday on the S.U.
second level.
The concert is part of the
year-and -a -half old Poet
program,
Thursday
designed to present "lowenkey"
lunchtime
tertainment, according to
director Ted Gehrke.
Newman,
who
calls
himself El Rubio, has performed throughout the bay
area. He transcribes much of
his material from percussion
instruments, piano and vocal
music.
On a budget of $700 for this
year, students and offcampus performers are
brought in to sing, play every
kind of music from baroque
to jazz and occasionally
dance.
Although the name is still
Poet Thursday, the afternoon series lost its poets
over a year ago.
"Poets don’t do very well
with a moving audience,"
Gehrke said. "I’d still like to
have
them,
but
the
( programing committee
said no."
But even if the readings
have been stopped, Gehrke
still feels he’s getting people
in here who have something
poetic to say.
"Most of the great singersongwriters are poets." he

!There IS al
difference!!.’
PREPARE FOR

MCAT
OAT
LSAT
GRE
ATGSB
OCAT ’ipt
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FLEX mule du ter
ECFMG ,sediessOPS
NAT’L MED BDS

said.
And jazz
improvisationthat’s definitly
poetry."
Gehrke has scheduled
"The Powell Street Jazz
Band" for next week’s
Thursday. A prominent San
Francisco dixieland band,
the group generally plays for
contributions on Powell
Street.
"And they’re really good,"
Gehrke said. "We’re paying
them the most we’ve ever
paid anyone for Poet
Thursday, because they
could make more than that
on the street."
The band includes a washboard, as well as instruments like clarinet,
trombone and bass. They are
being paid $200.
Poet Thursday will feature
a local classical guitarist,
William Snowdon on April 8.
Snowdon, who has studied
guitar with Segovia, was just
playing to himself in the
Student Union when Gehrke
happened to pass by and
ended up booking him on the
spot.
Snowdon specializes in
Latin American music.
After his appearance,
several dates are wide open,
and Gehrke would like
students to "call up, or drop
by for an audition.
"We’d really like to see
more students playing here.
They’re not going to get rich,
but they’ll get exposure and
experience."
Most students are paid $10$35 for their performance.
Anyone interested can call
Gehrke at 277-3274.
So poetry is not neglected
Gehrke is planning a
seperate program of poetry
readings for this summer.

Award winning poet William Everson

what’s happening
Green Beer? Sounds unbelievable but that’s what
the Spartan Pub will be
serving Wednesday, March
17St. Patrick’s Day.
Made
from an
old
traditional recipe, Green
Beer will be featured at
Happy Hour prices all day
long from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
according to Mike Emerick,
Pub manager.
During Happy Hour, from
4 to 6 p.m., prices are 25
cents off a pitcher of beer
and five cents off a glass.
In fully -decorated
surroundings, Annette
MacDonald’s Intermediate
Folk Dancing class will
perform "Irish jigs and reels
in costume from 3:30 to 5
p.m.," said Emerick.
Emerick
said
there
possibly will be an added St.
Patrick’s Day surprise that
he would not reveal.
As an added attraction,
The Great Spartan Savory
Soup, Salad and Sandwich
Society Shop, next door to
will
serve
Pub,
the
"real Irish cornbeef sand-

were certain things in
(monastic life) that no other
form of life can provide."
Everson has been artist-inresidence at U.C. Santa
Cruz’s Kresge College since
1971. He doesn’t claim to
enjoy it.
"Teaching? It’s been
engrossingbut too painful
to call it enjoyment.
"The gap between what
you’re teaching and what’s
being received is built into
the situation. It’s what you
try to grope across."
"The River", Everson’s
next book, will come out 41
years after the appearance
of his first one. In those
years, "there’s been a
tremendous loosening up.
There’s not enough formality
now.
"There’s a sense of
ideational development. But
the sense of the poem as
formal music has pretty well
disappeared."
He also seemed displeased
with today’s prominence of
the image.
"I’ll use them to go for the
jugular, to jolt the reader
with a really violent image.
But the poem isn’t that. The
poem is the resolution and
the music."
"The function of poetry is
to be itself, in the sense that
it’s not for communication.
The communicating element
in poetry is the prose
element. But the poem itself
builds up into another thing,
the way a sculpture does."
Everson seemed pleased
with the comparison. He
leaned forward, smiling. As
he grinned behind his full,
silver beard, he looked incongruosly like an althetic
Santa Claus.
"Jack Zajac, a sculptor
here, has said that ’Sculpture is the silence that
preceeds speaking.’
"Well," he said, "Poetry is
the silence that follows it."

necklace contributed by "a
But the
bear and a half."
change isn’t as drastic as it
appears.
conversation,
In
his
religious
and
religion
metaphors slip in continually.
He describes his writing in
terms of the "soul-image",
the central figure of each
period. At first it was the
Robinson
Carmel poet
Jeffers, a heavy early influence, then it was Christ.
"I think now, it has to be
the self. That’s a hard thing
to get grips on. But Jesus
won’t be content with
anything less than being
you."
It wasn’t a lack of faith
that drove Everson from the
order, he said, but "God
damned women!"
"I wasn’t living my vows.
Your confessor tells you,
’Don’t blow it now; you’re
male
approaching
menopause: don’t give it all
up for an episode.’
"But after a time things
don’t change, and you see it
isn’t an epsidode. You see
something’s drawing you to
a new life."
Everson said he’s accepted his new life but, "the
world has problems. The
validity of what you do as a
monk is called into question
when you leave."
left
the
Everson
Dominicans in late 1969,
when after a reading he
"stripped off his religious
habit, and fled the platform," as he related in the
preface of his latest book,
"Man-Fate."
He and his wife Susanna
began a life near Stinson
Beach, where Everson wrote
many of the deeply shaken
poems appearing in that
book.
"A good deal of "ManFate" was taken up with
mourning," he said. "There

SO
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Hears complaints of violations of student rights.
1.;Onr al and specific issues Makes recommendations
redress to the academic vice president.
,iimittee meeting held Tuesdays at 12 30 p.m.
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AMERICAN COPY
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Recommending body to the President
concerning campus policies
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2nd copy of each
original 4 cents

Well send you a tree booklet on Avocado Seed Growing
it you)) send us 25¢ for handling and postage Address it
Seed Growing, P0 Box 2162. Costa Mesa, CA 9:-’626
Allow 4-6 wks for delivery Otter expires Dec 31, 1976
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Paulsen, a native of San
Francisco,
became
a
nationally popular comedian
with the 1967 ’Smothers
Brothers Comedy Hour." He
won an Emmy for his expressionless, monotone style
of satirizing national issues.
’68 candidate
Paulsen
became
the
comedy hit of the season
when he announced his
"candidacy" for the alreadycrowded presidential race of
’68. His awkward deadpanned expression delighted
national TV audiences as he
skillfully
twisted
the
statements
of
other
presidential candidates.
Few people were surprised
when Paulsen announced his
presidential candidacy for
the ’72 electionsuntil they
heard him speak.
Paulsen threw aside the
satire and dug right into the
issues of Vietnam, the
economy, minority problems
and education. He canvassed
New Hampshire’s
two
congressional districts to get
the
necessary
1,000
registered Republicans to
sign his nomination petition.
He was so serious a candidate he disappeared from
TV when the Federal
Communications
Commission ruled any TV appearance by Paulsen, even

straight comedy, would
require equal time from the
other presidential candidates.
Out-polled Humphrey
"I ended up with more
votes in the primaries than
Hubert Humphrey and
Teddy Kennedy combined in
the Democratic primaries,"
Paulsen said.
Paulsen said seriously
running for office proved to
be a "very enlightening
experience" about the
American governmental
system.
"I found running for office
to be very much like the
movie, "The Candidate," he
said. "You get a million
special interest groups
jockeying for position, some
of them in rather devious
and sneaky ways."
After his "narrow loss to
Nixon" in the ’68 and ’72
elections, Paulsen summed
his political experiences with
his book, "How to Wage a
Successful Campaign for the
Presidency."
Comedian and politician,
Paulsen is a man of two
faces. Pat Paulsen for
president...? Considering the
other canflidates, it may not
be all that absurd.

"AT"

wiches," Emerick said.
As part of his Art Master’s
program, David Edmunds
has a painting and graphics
display in Gallery Two in the
Art Department.
Throughout the gallery,
Edmunds has several poems
written on "The City of San
Jose, Department of Communications" letterhead.
Underneath one set of
poems, a thick chain is
draped.
One wall is virtually
plastered with sketches and
poems on "The City of San
Jose" and "General Electric" letterhead and on
various sizes and shapes of
scratch paper.
On a temporary partition
is a large collage -type
painting with a poem
relating to it. A colorful rug
is positioned in front of the
partition and painting.
The Gallery’s hours are 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. This exhibit
will run until Friday. March
19.

There are rumors that a
testimonial dinner is being
planned in hopes that
Paulsen will officially
declare his candidacy.
During his first presidential
campaign, Campaign
Manager Tommy Smothers
arranged two such dinners -an 89 cent-a-plate bash at
Ontra
Hills’
Beverly
Cafeteria and another at
New York’s Horn and
Hardart Automat.

given until March 23, 1976

Wade, Personnel Officer, AS office 277 3201

WANTED
Your classified ad. Just call the office
at 277-3175 or mail in the coupon on
page seven.

INSIDE EVERY
CAUFORNIA AVOCADO
THERE’S A FREE TREE.
AND SOMEONE TO
TALK TO.
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Student security staff probed No parking solution seen
for value and liability info
"I anticipate the student
staff remaining," said
Edward
Peoples,
Administration of Justice
Department chairman,
concerning questions about
the viability of the student
staff, a security agency
composed of SJSU administration of justice
students.
The question of student
staff liability has also been
raised, according to Peoples.
"We are looking for
liability insurance," said
student staff chief August
Zigon.
"Each officer has personal
insurance in case of injury,"
Zigon said.
A liability problem could
have arisen last fall when a
student staff member emptied a bottle of wine of an
SJSU student entering
Spartan Stadium for a
football game, without first
giving the student the chance
to dispose of the wine.
That incident provoked the

liability question, according
to Peoples.
Staff pays
Student staff members will
pay for their own insurance.
The cost is unknown at this
time.
The Administration of
Justice Department is
reviewing its curriculum,
and a student staff study is
part of the review.
"We want to find out what
contribution the student staff
is making to the department," Peoples said.
The student staff study is
due April 1, and the
curriculum study by the end
of the academic year.
The studies and proposals
will be presented, to Dr.
Burton
Brazil,
SJSU
executive vice president, to
be acted upon.
"There are two questions
the Administration of Justice
Department must answer,"
Brazil said.
"The questions are how
valuable is the student staff,

and how should the student
staff be handled?" Brazil
said.
Provide security
Student staff members
provide security at SJSU
home basketball and football
games and at the Friday
Flicks in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Off campus jobs are
providing security at adult
education events and some
high school events.
"I think they do a fantastic
job," said Robert Culp,
supervisor of administrative
services for the adult
education program.
"It’s good to have someone
around in uniform and with a
badge," Culp said. "We’ve
had less ripoffs and less
trouble."
"Excellent help"
"The student staff provide
excellent help," said Arlen
LaBarbera, representative
of Alpha Phi Omega, the
fraternity that sponsors the
Friday Flicks.

"One time we had an
obnoxious drunk at a
movie," LaBarbera said.
"Because we had some
student staff members there,
we were able to radio the
university
police
for
assistance.
"The student staff is
designed
to
introduce
students to some form of
experience in the field,"
Zigon said. "Student staff is
an opportunity for a real life
experience."
The powers of the student
staff are the same as any
ordinary citizen. Members
carry only walkie-talkies
and make only citizen’s
arrests.
Any student in the
Administration of Justice
Department is eligible for
the Student Staff.
A student must apply, pass
computer record check and
an interview conducted by
four senior staff members, to
become a member.

The building of more
garages on the SJSU campus
was dismissed recently as a
solution to student parking
problems by Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, D-San
Jose, whose district encompasses the campus.

At his monthly "town hall"
meeting
for
March
Vasconcellos said he could
see no solutions to a campus
area resident’s complaint of
neighborhood
street
congestion
because
of
commuter student overflow.
"I cannot see spending
money
on
parking
(facilities), especially with
the economy the way it is,"
he said. "I find that a hard
place to put money."

representatives. The
assemblyman promised to
contact area constituents.

Speaking at San Jose High
School to about a dozen
persons. Vasconcellos also
defended his support of the
Sexual Practices Act, which
decriminalized sexual acts
in the privacy of one’s own
home.

belief that "the law normally
fails when it gets into (the
area of) morals.
-What people do privately
is their own affair," he
added. "When government
gets into private lives, it
distorts them."
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"It was really a question of
freedom," he said in
response to an SJSU
student’s criticism of his
vote. "People never really
learn to be responsible
( without freedom) and
freedom leads to responsibility."

Specializing in
ASIAN FOODS
Since 1912
240 E. Jackson Street
San Jose, California.
295-7794
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Vasconcellos did promise
to meet with community
groups to discuss the
possibility of improved
transit facilities to encourage student bus use.
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SAN JOSE ART

This was in answer to
complaints voiced by two
residents that Vasconcellos
was not making serious
efforts to meet with the
campus
community

..

PAINT & WALLPAPER
365 SAN ANTONIO ROAD
941-3800
MT. VIEW

87 VALLEY FAIR CENTER
STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
SAN JOSE
249 8700

Panel probes needs

classifieds

Women face dilemma
The problems of minority
women and their difficulty in
relating to the white
women’s movement were
the main topics of discussion
at the informal Women
Working with the Community panel last week.
Bea Robinson, president of
the Women’s
Alliance
(WOMA); Inez Garcia,
director of Chicana Affairs
at the University of Santa
Clara and Frances Gallante,
community organizer, were
the featured speakers at this
Third World Women’s Day
panel, organized by the SJSU
Chicana Alliance Committee.
WOMA, operating out of
the Women’s Center at 1509
E. Santa Clara St., gears its
efforts toward low-income
women in the conununitS,,
specifically minority
women, Robinson explained.
WOMA has served the lowincome women of this area
by providing food, clothing, a
child care center, two senior
citizens’ centers, housing,
job placement assistance,
legal and medical referrals
and other "basic survival
services." These are the
areas
where
minority
women need help, Robinson
said.
Minorities busy
Third World women are
too busy surviving to really
care about the women’s
movement,
women’s
organizations or the Equal
Rights Amendment,
Robinson told an audience of
about 25.
"The women’s movement
to date has not reached out
and embraced minority
women.
"The women’s movement
’is one more hope but if it’s
being run totally by whites,
where’s
the
hope?"
Robinson asked.
"We can’t be oppressed by
our sisters," Garcia added.
Gallante said women in the
women’s movement are
naive in thinking that their
accomplishments are
helping the majority of Third
World women throughout the
world.
Robinson said the National

Chicana Coalition was
formed because Chicanas
cannot tolerate white women
speaking for and at them.
Third World women are a
doubly oppressed group
their
own
needing
representation, she said.
Needs neglected
"We see low-income
minority women as that
segment of the community
needing help first, a segment
of the community whose
needs are not being met,"
Robinson said.
The institution of higher

education is not helping
Third World women because
it serves the interests of the
power structure in this
country, said Garcia, an
anthropologist from Chile.
The Chicana in higher
education needs to help in
the community and not lose
touch with women in the
barrios, Garcia added.
Lower income women here
and in Latin America "are so
screwed up by their class
system, they don’t have time
to think about the women’s
movement.

Irish wake mourns
loss of historic site
San Jose will be especially
jovial this St. Patrick’s Day
as members of the National
Trust for Historic Preservation will hold an Irish wake
at 11:30 a.m. for the
demolished Civil War Courthouse at Post and Market
streets.
The 117-year-old building
was demolished in January
because of an error made by
the head building inspector
of San Jose, Franklin Brown,
when he issued the demolition permit.
The memorial service is
being held to honor Martin

Murphy Jr. who once
"owned practically all of
downtown," according to
Lilyan Brannon of the
historic preservation group.
Murphy was an Irish
immigrant and a member of
the
Murphy-Stevens-Townsend Wagon Train of 1844 first to cross the Sierra
Nevada Mountains.
GREEN BEER
AT SPARTAN PUB
HAPPY HOUR PRICES
St. Patrick’s Day
IWed., March 17th

LOW COST
Auto
Insurance
for College Students
289-8681
CAMPUS INSURANCE
SAN JOSE
404 S -3rd St.

(2nd floor, 3rd

& San Salvador)

gFeetit grts

40% Off
On All Pillows
Finely crafted pillows of quilted, appliqued,
and fur designs regularly priced at 04-40 are now
r40%
off when you mention this ad. Our fur pillows
are of Fox, Rabbit, Skunk, and Icelandic Sheep.
414 Town tit Cannily Village, San Jose
open 5 nights & 7 days (408) 249 4271

announcements
Student Dental Plan-Enroll "now".
Applications and
information
Associated Students office or 371
6811.
Free magazine-Truth of Life
Ipositive Thinking) magazine. 293.
1588 19 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
SPARTAN PUB ANNOUNCES new
hours! Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs.
11AM 8PM, Fri. 11AM.8PM without
band. With band tll 12:00 AM
Reduced prices during happy hours,
46 daily, S cents off glass. 25 cents
off pitcher. The Spartan Pub-home
of the 12 oz, draught, edibles,
notables, potables. peanuts! Hours
for the Great Savory Soup. Salad
and Sandwich Society are 11AM
7PM MondaY.FriOaY.
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bali
Area. One low price of $99.00 in
chides the full services of a PRO
FESSIONAL Photographer, 72
prints of your choice, a gold and
White "Our Wedding" album, a
complete set of color slides, and
BRIDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES.
There is no extra charge for
photography anywhere in Northern
California, and no time limits.
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased at any time
with 507’s at 51.00 each and go 10’s
at $2.00 each. All work is guaranteed
to your satisfaction, make an ap
pointment to see our samples-then
decide. A complete line of wedding
invitations and accessories are
available at a 20 per cent discount.
Our professional florist will help you
design your wedding bouquets and
church flowers. Open every evening
until 10 pm. For FREE BRIDAL
PACKET call 2571161.
GAY MEN. Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs. 8 p.m at the Women’s
Center 3010 SO gay men use their
common bond to learn, laugh, talk
and grow together Be all you can.
attend.
Experienced Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports.Dissertations,Marianne
Tamberg 137 Escobar Ave. Phone
356.4248, Los Gatos.
is for you
The Peer-Drop-In
We offer a friendly atmosphere
where students can discuss personal
problems, hassles, relationships, or
just come in and talk. We c10 not do
"therapy" but we do listen, give
feedback, and Offer alternatives
Workshops in men’s lib, newly
singles, mysticism, and more.
Diablo Room in 5 U 10.4 M.F.
interdisciplinary,
New Fall
team taught. Anthro Education 1003
"Cultural Transmissions."
Socialization and education In the
U S and cross culturally. Student
field work available. Reynolds
Brody Th 4.645, ED 434.
SALE! Raw uncooked honey 69 cents
lb. Sale! at Peacock Natural Foods,
open tam 10pm. 50 SO, 4th St.,
block no. of campus.

Mazda ’72 Rx 3 Wan. PI( cond, 4 spa, lo
new tires, must sell, 517000r best
offer 279 4587 evenings
HP 25 Calculator, incds 2 inst books
and adaptor, purchased 10 75. S140,
265 1647
Nordic’ Astral Slalom ski boots. Size
S.. good condition. 160. 277.8456,

Large 1 bdrm apts.
blk SJSU S160.
Clean quiet. parking. 439 S. 4th St
293 6099 or 297 7289 Pravin or
Mustafa.

help wanted

Share a 2 bdr. apt. close to school,
$82 50 mo., free cable TV -I’m
hardly ever home Call Patty; 286
7404, 6 P.m

TEACHERS AT ALL LEVELS
Foreign 8. Domestic Teachers Box
1063, Vancouver, Wash. 98660.

Female to share furnished apt. with
same. Own room. ’2 blk. to SJSU,
$73. at II paid. After 7 p.m. 293.2898.

Need Kira Money? Immediate part
trine openings available. Tel
solicitors and foot canvassers.
Contact Brad Williams Trane Co. 704
E Gish Rd 998 1554,

One bedroom furnished apt. 545 S 11th
St $155.00 Nice building, good
parking, bike storage. 293.1283 or
736 0701

Clean, quiet, turn studio. all util pd,
5117.50 per month plus deposit. near
SJSU. Call 288,8356 evenings.

SALES-Honda Cycles. Pref. Grad
Student, Weekends, Aft., Summers.
Must have retail 8, cycling exp. We
train. Bruce 941 2177.
RECEPTIONIST, sales girls, we
train; afternoons: must be sociable
&geed with figures. Apply daily ito
2 p m at 407 E Santa Clara St., near
eth, 7 blocks SJSU
Fashion -Figure models needed for
prospective magazine layouts such
as Playboy. Penthouse. Oui, etc.
Call 798 4809 after 6:00 P.m
DRIVER needed to drive Datsun 1200
to East roast at end of March. Call
Nina 795 3148.
Earn 525.00 for only 6 hOurs work)
Weber Barbeque Kettles needs
demonstrators for major retail
chains. If you enjoy working with
people, are well groomed and
reliable, drop by the Career
Placement and Planning Center for
more information
Earn 125.00. Possible from stuffing
1000 envelopes work at home, own
hours Many companyies need your
service For information. rush 52.00
and self addressed stamped en
velope to: Johnson J3, 258 Atwood
St., Pittsburgh. PA 15213

Spacious duplex in Los Gatos. Woman
wanted to share with same. Call
after 6.00. 358,1161.
Private room and bath for male upper
div or grad student No dep. Nice
apt. Call 265.1647 for interview, $120.

SHARE APT. Large bdrrn w private
bath Furn, quiet M F cpl, up din,
grad, non smoker $9200, 050 dep
refundable, 0085 11th, No. 13, 798
5133

automotive

ROOMS -Kitchen privileges males on
ly Clean and quiet, prefer non
smokers 617 So 6th St filter 1 Pm

MARRIED
COUPLES
Communication 8, contacting skills
workshop available to you free. For
info call Sandi 294 51116 eves

Experienced Thesis Typist. Master’s
Reports dissertations. Marianne
Tarnberg, 137 Escobar Ave Phone
356 4248, Los Gatos,
OUSPENSKY-OURDJIEFF
Palo Alto Center
Now accepting students Call 326 9255
To condemn the Jewish survival
doctrine of Zionism as racism, is a
travesty upon the truth Eldridge
Cl
Teddybeizr-YOu are the only warm,
cuddls, lovable perfect man for me
I love you Little Girl

OEM=
Ride needed to school from Santa Cruz
MWF for 7 30 class and.or return
7:30 or later. Call Jack, 462 1372.
EUROPE -ISRAEL
Student flights year round Contact
ISCA, 11687 San Vicente Blvd No. 4,
A, California 90049 TEL 12131
826 5669, 826.0955
-EUROPE.. PALMA de MAJORCA..
SPAIN..TAHITI..MEXICO..AFRI,
CA .CENTRAL. SOUTH, AND LAT
IN
AMERICA. STUDENT
I D EURAIL AND BRITRAIL
HOS
PASSES, WORK ABROAD
CARDS..TRANSATLANTIC
TEL
SHIPS STUDENT TOURS WITHIN
EUROPE INTER EUROPEAN
FLIGHTS INSURANCE FREE
TRAVEL INFO. Contact Roi B
Davis 14081 354.5147 at Student
Travel Services (formerly Student
Services West), 236 N. Santa Cruz,
No 314, Los Gatos, Ca. 95030
LOW COST CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
LONDON. PARIS, AMSTERDAM,
FRANKFURT ZURICH, GLAS
GOW, DULIN. SHANNON, BRUS
SELS, MADRID, AND HONG
KONG STILL SEATS TO LONDON
JUNE 111 FOR 76 DAYS $439. RT
SEP 2nd BRITISH EUROPEAN
TRAVEL, 937 SARATOGA AVE,
SAN JOSE, CA 95129, TEL 446 5252

Send
your message
in the
Spartan Daily
classifieds

Happy Birthday Poodle! and I love
you more than anything in the whole
world from your little PoOpa
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Help Wanted
Housing
Lost and Found
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ServIces
Tr anspor taboo
travel
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35
35
35
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Semester rate all issues) $25.00

For Sale

Wedding Consultants will bring you
personal service at the lowest
prices. Fragrant bouquets and
lovely arrangements will create a
splendid look for your wedding You
can also design a special memory
with our invitations, custom veils,
and other wedding items. Order one
or all. A special gift with your floral
order. Call Lou’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment 378.8044
eves.

GO DOWN. A student operated,
student oriented backpacking base
is now open Jackets, parkas, vests
and
most
other
outdoor
paraphenalia at prices geared for
student pocket books Located
around the corner from Peanuts at
75b. 7th St in the rear 998 1921 T
Th 1 5 m W
Sat 105, Fri 101
p m

Si 50
200
2.50
3 00

Enteitamment

SECS-Setts Education and Coon
seling Services Need help with sex
problems? Or just have questions?
New free sex counseling services on
campus for all students. gay,
straight. or bisexuals Call 277,2966
or drop by Building K for in
iormation or appointments. Con
fidential.

personals

Frye
days

Announcements

CASH FOR DUALITY USED BOOKS
RECORDS Recycle Bookstore, 98
E San Fernando Corner of 3rd and
San Fernando 786 6275,

lost and found

Three Four
days days

i Automotive

HOUSEPAINTING. Interior, Ex
ler., Quality work 55 hour. Or by
the job. Call now for free estimate
298./536. after 6 p.m.

From loose sheet originals. SeUServe
IBM copies w free sorting between
96 pm available at
KOPI
SYSTEMS, 322 E Santa Clara St It
blk, from campus/ 294-0600 or leave
your work for us to make ISO cents
minimum sale

Two
days

Shredded Foam Rubber
SO cents lb -no limit
793 2154

Dr. Snow
-You have such fine
legs My demand curve is rising,
how’s your supply curve? Love, an
ex peed

Eimer, typist for SJSU students and
business. Nan, 267 3119, Short
Notice

One
day
lines
limn
lines
Imes

Pauli I never knew Russian History
could be so exhausting Signed, Your
Pupil. Debbie,

WI?
Needed for collision Of Irg
truck and green VW on 7th and
William on 3-2.76 at 4 p.m. Call
Phyllis at 266 1114

Studio, small kitchen. S95, room,
share kitchen and bath. 580: call 295
p m
after
8798
I

Lost on campus, ladies gold signet
ring. 1924 PHS, Finder please phone
769 9413 after 4 pm

287

GETTING MARRIED? Discount
flowers guarantees you the most
beautiful bridal bouquets and
wedding decorations. Whether your
wedding is a small one or a large
one, you should know we have been
saving our customers 3050 percent
off florist prices! Why pay more for
less Complete Floral Service-12
years experience. Call for free
estimate. Ph 996-1352,

To Mark Jennings-A big thigh Hi
Love KC and Sheila.

North vailitysircretarialservice. Term
papers, resumes, theses, senior
projects, letters. 75 cents per page
and up. Fast accurate reasonable
762.1923.

(’Classified Rates

3
4
5
6

Typing IBM 60 N 3, No 823 Ph
4355

it!

Massage and Sauna Bath. Student
rates, 298 1003, Sainte Claire Hotel

PRIVATE RizOmfor girl Full home I
kit, privileges, ! bl to campus; $75
Harry’s Girls, a26S 71h St., 258 127

Grand opening-clothing. appliances.
and lively lunk March 20th -nifty
thrift store. 576W Santa Clara. 795
6755.

finally made

SHARP 3 br Si 7 ba home in super nice
Santa Clara area! Custom drapes,
carpets, fireplace. patio Near
schools, shopping, bus Singles 010
0350. No fee agent. 247,3330. 24741477.

housing

ROOM FOR RENT. Clean. private,
155.mo & up 468 5 6th St 998 2312
priv.

To Charles-You
Happy 21st!

Gracious, beautifully remodeled
home, six blocks from campus,
three br. rumpus room, den,
beautiful landscaping front and
rear, charming throughout 5370.
356.2522

RARE FOR KIDS in in need of
families willing to provide homes for
children with behavioral problems.
We provide continuous professional
assistance and training in behavior
modification to our families.
Payment is S160 per month. Single
Parents and alternate lifestyles
acceptable Call 258 9617

LIFT YOUR SPIRITS! Join a college
age ballet class at Eufrazia School of
Ballet Essential technique for
and
intermediate
beginning
students Now forming new class for
beginners 241 1300

SclesScales Scales -all
kinds
Tribeatns Miele beams). 14
trip balance, portable type counlet
balance, water level gram scale
many others Best Prices (Also
other paraphernalia 1 BOOFGA Of
SPAIN. 1040 N 4th. 295 7438

Apartments for Rent
Quiet. ’roe, furn, studios and I br. w w
carpets, swim pool, recreation
room, dead bolt security locks, 620
SO 9th St., San Jose

OVERSEAS JOBS -temporary or
Permanent. Europe. Australia. S.
America. Africa, etc. All fields, SSOO
51200 monthly. Expenses paid,
sightsee,ng Free info. -Write,
International Job Center Dept. SM,
Box 4490, Berkeley. Ca. 94704.

ROOM FOR RENT, Sunnyvale
Reasonable prefer female Spanish
speaking native. 736.1824 evenings.

for sale

Girl to rent furnished, clean, quiet
ream. i 7 blk from Zampus. Refrig in
every room. 180.month. Mrs
Rodgers, 297.4057.

PART-TIME JOB Misc work 2 mi. to
campus includes clerking in store.
cleaning and scrubbing Pay is 05.50.
hr plus free rent on apt. Call only
between 67 pm Mon Sot 286,2404.

CHEAP BUT 000111 Having a
anniversary.
wedding,
baby
divorce, party or funeral? Let us
photograph it for you at our
reasonable hourly rates -and YOU
Call
negatives’
keep
the
Photographics (415) 471 7727, ask for
Ron

190 Cialsuri 510, original owner 70,000
miles, asking 0900 Curt 265 0856
- Automotive Repair. Brakes, tune up,
front end repair for cash or 1 Bob
265 6379

Beautiful rooms near campus Men. 99 S. 9th St from 75.mo., kit. priv.,
797.9816; Girls -278 S. 10th across
Bus. Bldg., from 65 mo., shared. 99,
mu, put. Kit. prin. Ph. 279.9035 or
278 1760.
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Program IUAP) on the SJSU
campus is trying to smooth
out that road.
The UAP is a university
program designed to assist
ex-offenders in applying to
the university, according to
Greg Druehl, director of the
UAP.

By Tom Buehner
The road that leads back to
society for ex-convicts is
often blocked by obstacles
that take the form of
discrimination, financial
problems and a lack of self
confidence.
The University Alternative

Program shifts
extra hardships
off ex -offenders

Greg Druehl

James Maynard

This spring’s enrollment of
19,243 full time equivalent
FTE students is a jump of
436 from the figures of a year
ago. The approximate increase is 2.32 per cent.
The FTE figure is derived
by adding all of the credit
units taken by the total
student population and then
dividing by 15. This is the
figure used by the chancellor’s office in deciding
budget allocations to the
university.

Total number of students
SJSU
this
attending
semester is 26,733. However,
almost 47 per cent of these
students are only enrolled as
part-time students, according to Burton Brazil,
executive vice president.
The following graph lists
the number of FTE students
in each department on
campus
( according to
schools I and the total
number of FTE students in
each school.

Comparative FTE’s Figures
Spring Semesters
FTE’s FTE’s
Spring Spring
1975 1975
Applied Sciences & Arts
Admin. of
383 344
Justice
14
10
Aerospace
Health Sci.
207 200
Home Econ.
245 262
440 470
Indus. Stud.
I Athletics
33
29
Journ. & Adv.
252 258
14
Military Sci.
13
Nursing
208 215
129 112
Occ. Ther.
MPE
246 244
177 217
WPE
PE (general)
163 142
219 210
Recreation
2731 2733
Total

English
Fine Arts
Foreign Lang.
Humanities
Music
Philosophy
Theatre Arts
Total

991 93.’
12
20
560 532
372 284
495 467
312 307
333 285
4070 3925

Sciences
Biol. Sci.
Chemistry
Geology
Math
Meteorol.
Moss Land.
Nat. Sci.
Physics
Total

805 869
475 500
126 116
691 688
87
89
16
17
272 281
311 277
2784 2850

2318 2085

Education
Interdis.
Admin. &
Higher Ed.
Counselor
Elem. Ed.
Instruct. Tech.
Secondary
Special Ed.
Total
Engineering
Indust. Admin.
Aeron.
Chem. Engin.
Civil Engin.
Elect. Engin.
General Indus.
& Systems
Mater. Sci.
Mech, Engin.
Total

113

97

136 116
118 110
338 386
108 116
156 157
279 255
1249 1237
15
168
25
147
277

9
160
22
140
233

64
34
127
974

68
28
121
873

Humanities & Arts
Art
995 1001

cj

Social Science
Afr, Stud.
.5
1.5
Afro -Amer.
157 169
Anthrop.
205 197
Asian -Amer.
28
20
63
67
Cyber. Sys.
432 439
Economics
Geog. &
Envir. Stud.
238 217
History
628 675
MexAm Grad.
116 131
Poli. Sci.
601 601
Psychology
1042 1033
Soc. Science
92
79
Sociology
591 580
Speech Comm. 362 361
Urban &
Reg. Plan.
74
81
Total
4618 4664
Social Work
Total,

156

106

New College
Total

199

202

Graduate Stud. & Res.
Total
144

131

UNIVERSITY
TOTAL
19X3 18,807

PEIRFOR

Dance to the Sounds of

JOE SHARINO
Every Monday Night

9:00-1:00
No Cover

No Dress Code
Monday Nights Only

’TT*: PFIR1 OR
Tues.-Sat: Gabriel
In the Factory 374-4600
93 So. Central, Campbell, CA.
a.m.* -.gar

according to Druehl.
are presented to men and
women who are still in
Services provided
"Once we assist the man prison.
Prisons visited
or woman in the admissions
go
us
of
"Several
process and they’re accepted
and on campus, we provide periodically to the state
them the services so they prison and the county jail
can complete the program and make group presenwhile they’re here," he said. tations inside the prisons,
"That’s what it’s all describing the program and
he
continued. trying to give them an honest
about,"
"There’s no point in getting and objective overview of
them here and encouraging what they might expect
them to come if we’re going here," Druehl said.
to drop them."
Druehl said that he prefers
Chances are also greater not to know the nature of the
than an ex-offender will be crimes people are in prison
disillusioned by the in- for when they apply for the
stitution and drop out, UAP.
Druehl said.
"There are some crimes
"This is a rather large that I might find personally
institution, and it’s not repulsive, and I don’t want to
unlikely for a regular admit have a relationship with a
student to get lost and person in the program that
overwhelmed by the process I’m prejudiced against," he
and drop out. The chances of ’ said.
"I’m more concerned with
an ex-offender not making it
are probably greater," he where their heads are at now
and where they want to go,"
said.
Applications for the ITAP he continued.

An important part of the
program is the self respect
and personal pride that the
ex -offenders gain by participating in it, according 1,.
Maynard.

By Paul Kyber
Insurance companies can
no longer refuse to insure
people because of marital
status or sexual preference
California
the
since
Department of Insurance
issued a regulation in
January prohibiting such
discrimination.
of
Department
The
Insurance in the agency
which enforces state inand
laws
surance
regulations.
This will make it easier for
students to find insurance,

particularly renter’s insurance, according to local
insurance agent Frank
Caravelli.
"When I was in school
Caravelli went to SJSU
from 1971 through 1974.1 my
renter’s insurance was
cancelled" because he was
living with a woman. Now,
that can’t happen, Caravelli,
an agent for Farmer’s
Insurance Group, said.
Peter Groom, attorney for
the
Department
of
new
Insurance,
said
regulation should help

homosexual students, single
students and unmarried
students who live together
obtain insurance.
But, he added, the
regulation only applies to the
availability of insurance and
not to the rates.
"The department is investigating
rate
discrimination now," Groom
said. "This new regulation
doesn’t solve the problem,
but it should help."
Caravelli, however, said
although the regulation
doesn’t affect rates per se, it

Group ’battles’ Marines
By Bill Fenton
The battle lines were
drawn at SJSU Monday and
Tuesday, but the Marines
offered no resistance.
Opposition to Marine
Corps recruiters on campus
took the form of the
Revolutionary Student
Brigade ( RSB), an antiimperialism
organization
formed two years ago.
The RSB staged anti recruitment
skits
proclaiming "reservations
are now being taken for
openings in the Middle East"
and charging the Marines
with acting like "vultures
and jackals who wait

patiently to prey on a
deteriorating situation."
They said the recruiters tell
the poor, students and those
in the unemployment lines
that they offer the only
"steady work around."
The skits and pamphleteering took place
outside the Student Union,
both between the cafeteria
and the Spartan pub, and at
the entrance in front of the
bookstore where the Marine
recruiters were stationed.
Marjorie Drake, history
junior and RSB member,
claimed the military is
"defending the investments
of the big companies over-

Students to install
dorm solar panels
Continued from Page 1
Royce resident Cindy Tong
called it "an exciting concept because the sunlight
falls directly on the consumer and bypasses the
utility company."
"Solar energy is the
energy of the future,"
commented Royce resident
Brad Blake. "Sooner or later
we are going to need it."
Washburn resident Kevin
Andrews wryly suggested
that "they take the money

they save and spend it on the
(dorms) Dining Commons
for better food."
According to Rozell, the
plan is to ultimately equip all
the Tenth Street dorms and
the 12-story West Hall with
solar energy accumulating
devices.
The results of the Eighth
Street solar project will
determine when the project
is extended to the other
dorms, Rozell said,

seas," and declared this
country has seen "200 years
of rich man’s rule, slavery,
of working day in and day
out for survival."
Capt. R.A. Grice, one of
the Marine recruiters on
campus, said the counterrecruiting of the RSB hasn’t
hurt.
"We talked to a lot of
students," he said. "State is
a real good school."
Grice has been a Marine
recruiter in the Bay Area for
the past two years, going to
college and high school
campuses.
Grice said he has the
option to leave the Marines
now, but plans to continue as
a career Marine.
"I finished college and was
ready for something else,"
he said.
The recruitment at SJSU is
merely to find interested
students, according to Grice.
"We have a lot of options to
offer," he added, but "the
desire to be in the military
the Marine Corpshas to be
there first."
When asked if the RSB
campaign
hurt,
Grice
replied:

Maynard said that he had
trouble adjusting when he
was released from prison
and entered the UAP.
"When I first came to
State. I felt alienated and
leery of how people would
accept me," Maynard said
"I found that people would
find out I’m an ex-con and
say ’so what’," Maynard
added.
Druehl feels that students
at the university should be
aware that the UAP is no
picnic.
"It takes a lot of hard
work, a lot to personal
committment
and
encouragement," he said.

Win a trip for 2 to L.A.
on PSA
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Ilford* Kodak
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THE KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, Calif.

20% off
at...

Dave Simmons, regional
representative for the
Insurance Information
Institute, sees the new
regulation as having applications in other kinds of
insurance,
particularly
automobile.

/

ano

CHINESE PRODUCTS

Tel 275 MO
11 S 4th St San lose (between Santa Clara P. San Fernando’

Open Now !!
with 10% DISCOUNT on all merchandise till 3/28

Simmons
added
the
regulation
does
not,
however, prevent anyone
from refusing to insure
someone because of age.
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"That’s one of the biggest
factors in auto insurance.
People under 25 will still
usually find it difficult to
obtain insurance or may
have their insurance cancelled if they get only a
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"In other words, a 25-yearold single student with one
speeding ticket must be
charged the same auto insurance rate as a 25-year old
married student with a
similar ticket," Carvelli
said.
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couple of speeding tickets,"
Simmons said.

"A single person with only
one ticket might have had
trouble getting auto insurance, while a married
person with a similar
violation wouldn’t. But that
can’t happen anymore,"
Simmons said.
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"Not really. In fact it kind
of helps. It draws attention.
Our advertising budget has
always been small."

Just in time for
Spring Break!!
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prevents this type of
discrimination against "all
those seeking a certain
rate."
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vironment instills personal
pride," he said.

State limits insurance biases
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’We basically serve as
their advocate in their absence because many of the
people who are going
through the application
inprocess
are
still
carcerated," he continued.
According to Druehl, the
second part of the program
is concerned with keeping
ex-offenders in school once
they have returned by
assisting them in the areas of
housing, financial aid and
employment.
Maynard,
C.
James
coordinator of support
services in the program, is in
charge of this area of aid for
ex-offenders.
Maynard, who is in the
program and studying
journalism at SJSU, has
been in prison off and on for
a total of 17 years.
Although it is important to
get the ex -offenders on
campus and started in the
program, it is more important to keep them here,
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Herfy’s is
"A WHOLE LOT MORE
THAN A HAMBURGER STORE"
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